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Mozambique Extension 
Duration: 4 Days, 3 Nights  

Mozambique is a destination for everyone with a wide variety of adventurous, relaxing, historical and cultural activities. Indulge in a tranquil 
seaside adventure on the shores of tropical Benguerra Island. Explore the vibrant and beautiful coral reefs. Enjoy the thrill of deep-sea fishing, 
gallop along the beach on horseback at sunset or simply explore the magical setting and soaring dunes of Benguerra. Alternatively, venture to 
northern Mozambique to experience the idyllic Ibo Island, set among the Quirimbas Archipelago in a marine conservation area. Ibo Island 
beckons to lovers of sun, sand and azure waters. Picture grand, majestic architecture, some lovingly restored to their former glory while others 
have fallen into crumbling marvelous ruins. Snorkel some of Africa’s richest coral reefs, sea kayak, swim, fish, massage and relax.  
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Benguerra Island 
Benguerra Island lies 14 km (9 miles) north-east of Vilanculos, the nearest town on the mainland and site of the international airport. This picturesque 
island is renowned for its outstanding dive sites, unspoilt white beaches and excellent fishing, and is the second largest island in the Bazaruto Archipelago 
- a declared Marine National Park since 1971. The island’s crystal clear waters and magnificent reefs are home to a selection of tropical wildlife including 
turtles, whales, dolphins and protected dugongs. Activities consist of snorkelling, sea kayaking, dhow cruises, castaway picnics, island expeditions, local 
village tours, deep sea and saltwater fly fishing (catch-and-release), catamaran cruises and horse riding. You can also scuba dive in the magnificent reefs 
that are home to the turtles that nest nearby.  
 

   
 

Quirimbas Archipelago and Ibo Island 

The Quirimba Archipelago islands are situated off the coast of northern Mozambique close to Pemba on the mainland. Arab trading posts and Portuguese 
trading routes dominated the seas many decades ago and today many of these 34 islands remain uninhabited. The Quirimbas boast enormous cultural and 
historical value, all partly linked to the coast by sand bars, coral reefs, mangroves and water rich in marine life. The Islands of Ibo, Quisiva and Matemo 
feature old Portuguese settlements with pre-colonial Swahili settlements. There is evidence that the culture today is a potpourri of influences from Africa, 
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the Arab region, India and Europe over more than a millennium. This Mozambique conservation area contains outstanding global value due to its mangrove, 
sea grasses, sandy and rocky shores habitats – important feeding areas for turtle, crab plovers and migratory birds. Bottlenose and humpback dolphins 
and whales breed here too. 
 
Ibo Is land has a lost world appeal, hidden on the edge of the Quirimbas Archipelago and hosting legends centuries old. One of a string of islands that 
stretch for one hundred kilometres, Ibo Island reflects a way life that has been lived for more than a thousand years. Ibo Island is brimming with 
charismatic history and architecture – tales of pirates and prisoners, turtle shells and silver emanate from some of the oldest buildings in 
Mozambique. There are a wide range of guided land and marine experiences to be explored, or you can choose to relax island style, with a massage and a 
lazy afternoon at the beach. Some of the activities offered include: dhow safaris, scuba diving and snorkelling, birding safaris, sea kayaking into the second 
largest mangrove forest in Africa, castaway picnics to neighbouring islands, and historical and cultural interactive experiences. 

  
 


